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Abstract

In the framework of Glauber's multiple scattering t theory we propose > closed form expressions
for the total nucleus-nucleus reaction cross-section- We adopt the Gaussian and the two-parameter Fermi
step radial shapes to describe the nuclear density distributions of the projectile and the target, respectively.
The present formula u used to study different systems over a wide energy range including low energy
reactions, where the role of the Coulomb repulsion is taken into account. The present predictions
reasonably reproduce experiment.

1. Introduction

Total reaction cross sections have been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally
[1-17]. Their significant importance lies in their use to predict the matter radii and transparency of nuclei
and hence offer clues to the nuclear structure Several theoretical models have been proposed to estimate
total reaction cross sections, for an extended review, see reference [I] .

Karol [2 - 4], in the framework of Glauber's theory [5,6] , has investigated the energy dependence
of the transparency of the target nucleus for Gaussian nuclear densities [2]. Kami's reaction cross-section
predictions reproduced experiment even without the inclusion the Coulomb repulsive influence and other
medium effects as the Fermi motion and the Pauh-blocking effects The effect of neutron nch skin was also
neglected in Kami's analysis.

Charagi el al. [7] modified {Carol's formalism by introducing a Coulomb correction term to the
total reaction cross-section analysis. Several publications [8 - 10] were also devoted for the purpose of the
Coulomb modification of the reaction cross section. In a recent article [8], within Glauber's model [5, 6]
Abul-Magd el al have proposed a treatment for heavy-ion collisions by adjusting the nuclear densities of
the interacting system Then the authors extended their approach to the low energy regime presenting a
simple Coulomb modified expression for Glauber's reaction cross section.

Other articles [11,12] included the effect of Pauli-blockmg and Fermi motion on the reaction cross
sections. It has been claimed that the addition of the Pauli-blocking corrections results in a reduction in the
calculated reaction cross sections

Kox el al [13], using Myres' parameterization [14], introduced a neutron-rich skin correction into
(Carol's procedure. This led to an increase in the reaction cross section calculations by about 1-3% for light
systems.

It is worth noting that reaction cross sections for different isotopes can be used for accurate
differences in the nuclear radii of matter that are necessary to distinguish between proton and neutron
distributions in nuclei. Dubar el al. [15], adopted this technique in the analysis of alpha particle collisions
with different isotopes of Cr, Fe, Ni an Sn at E = 960 MeV The same approach was used by Ernst [16], for
proton reaction cross sections on wCa, "Ca and 4*Ca at £ = 700 MeV.

In the present work we adopt Glauber's theory [9, 10] to calculate the total nucleus-nucleus
reaction cross-section. Our attempt is to broaden the scope of our study cited in ref [17] to consider
reactions in which the projectile is a light nucleus We consider a Gaussian radial shape to describe the
projectiles nuclear density While for the target we cherish the approximation to the two-parameter Fermi-
step nuclear density This choice is useful for analyzing the data of nuclear reactions in which the heav>
target is struck by light nucleus. Section 2 of this article presents two formulations of the reaction cross
section corresponding to different radial shapes of the of the target's nuclear density function. The present
proposal may be considered as a two step process, in step one, ue calculate the overlap integral While in
step 2. we invoke the best approximation theory [IS] to achieve a closed analytical form for the tow1

nucleus-nucleus reactions The two steps a discussed briefly in section 3 Section 4 investigates the lo«
energy effects of the Coulomb potential on the total reaction cross-section Finalh in section :> '
concluding discussion ia given
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2. Reaction cross sections

At intermediate and relatively high energies, an appropriate treatment of nuclear reactions is the
Glauber model [10,11] This formalism consists in writing die reaction cross section as

(2 1) a, = 2xjdbb[l-T(b)]
o

in which 7*(b), the transparency function at impact distance b, is related to the overlap integral function

X(b) through

(2 2) x(b)= j d ' b , j V b r p>(b , )p^(b r ) / |b T - (b + b , ) | ] .

where p*(b,) (i » P, 7) is the nuclear density distribution integrated along the z-axis. The function / ( b )
describes the finite range nucleon-micleon interactions, which is taken for zero-range interactions to be
/ ( b ) = S(b) (Dime delta function) reducing the last equation to

x(b)=J</1brP;(|br-b|)pj(br)

Clearly, different choices of radial dependence of the nuclear density distribution p(r) yield different forms
of Cj In fact, for suitable nuclear density parameterizations, o« reasonably reproduces the experimental
data. This it illustrated by the following examples.

(i) Nucleus-nucleus collisions, in which both the projectile and the target nuclear densities bear the
same Gaussian radial dependence

In this case the density distribution is of the form p^rj^p^exr^-rVo1) . Taking the range function / ( b )
to be Gaussian
(2 3) / (b) = exp(-6Vr o

l) /nr o
I ,

the overlap integral, x(b), and the total reaction cross-section, a,, respectively reduce to [2]

in which
K0 = n ' o ^ p / O ^ O ) / ^ +a\ +r0

2)
and
(2.4) a, =*(flj +a\ +r*)[ln(K'a)+Et{K'a)+y] where <, =K 0 O W

(ii) Nucleus-nucleus collisions, in which the projectile's nuclear density is Gaussian while that of the
target is uniform

Keeping the projectile's density and the range function in their Gaussian form expressed above and
assuming the target's density to be p(r) = p(o) ©(r - R), where @(r-K) is the Heaviside step-function, the
overlap integral, x(b), takes the form ref [8]

The comparison of the results of these different parameteruations with experiment iterates the electron
scattering data proclamation, that is, a Gaussian function is a good approximation for light nuclei, while for
heavy-ions, uniform densities are more appropriate for analyzing experiment. Electron scattering data also
recommends the Wood-Saxon (Fermi) density distribution for heavy nuclei. The later density will be used
in the following section to present a closed form analytical expression for the total reaction cross section

4. The total reaction cross section for nucleus-nucleus collisions

In this section »e will consider reactions induced by high-energy nuclei whose density distribution
is Gaussian, equation (2 6). while for the density of the target nucleus »e cherish the approximation (3 21
Using the range function /(b)expressed by equation (2 3), the overlap integral /(b) given by equation
(2 2)reduces to
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In which

(4.2) M . -
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(4.3) p.=Va^+(^/m)+r0
J .

For the projectile, the diffuseness parameter and the central nuclear density are related to the root-mean-
square radius, through

While for the target nuclei mCa, Cu and ""Pb we use the same values of the set of parameters given in the
last section. The energy-dependent average nucleon-nucleon cross-section 5NN is given by

o w =l(Z,Zr + NrNT)a
We note that if in equation (4.1) W takes the value 1 die problem reduces to Karol's prescription [7]
According to equation (4.1), the opacity function becomes

(4 4) P(b) = I - e J - £ > . exp(-6Vpi)l .

Let exp(-6'/P2)= ' w n e r e P = VaJ + "T + ro so that

(4.5) /*)=l

Approximating P(l) by Bernstein's polynomial

yields the following form for the nucleus-nucleus reaction cross-section

The reaction cross-sections calculated using this expression are tabulated in table (1). The present results
are compared with experiment and the results given by Karot's parameterization, equation (2.10). For light
systems, the comparison is biased to {Carol's procedure Meanwhile, the present proposal reasonably
describes the reaction cross section of the heavy target ""Pb.

Table (1): Present reaction cross-section predictions compared to experiment [13] and to results of
equation (2.4) due to Karolf2]

Reaction

"C+*Ca
"AI+*Ca
"Ne+mPb
•"Ar+^b
•Ca+'"Pb

Energy/nudcon
in MeV

83
77
30
44
77

Experimental
results|13|

1510160
2062±219
43I3±189
50001156
52501250

Ruction cross section in mb
Calculation

equation (4.7)
1577 5
1880.3
42215
4869 5
4912.5

(Carol's formula
fRef.|2|)«q.(1.4)

1548.2
1924.2
4639 7
4325 7
4889 1

5. Low energy Coulomb corrections

This section is devoted to the analysis of elastic scattering data We use the present reaction cross
section expression and the one cited in reference [17] to calculate the reaction cross sections of low energy
induced collisions. We implement the Coulomb modification cited in ref [8] This yields the following
expressions

(51) o-i =

for low energ> proton-induced reaction, and
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(5.2) o»

for low energy nucleus-nucleus interactions Where V = Z,ZTe2/R is the Coulomb potential evaluated at
the radius of strong absorption, and Em is the center of mass energy Shown in figures. 4 and 5 are the
predictions of equations (5.1) and (5.2), for the systems p + "*Pb (at energies less than 50 MeV) and "O +
•"tb (at energies between 100 MeV and 350 MeV), respectively. The figures reveal that the predictions of
the present approximations to the total reaction cross section reasonably reproduce the trend as well as the
magnitude of the experimental data in the relevant low energy regime
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Figure (1): Coulomb-modified total reaction cross-section predictions, equation (S.I),
forp+ *"Pb.
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Figure (2): Coulomb-modified total reaction cross-section predictions, equation (5 1),
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Conclusions

In the present article we continue the analysis of heavy-ion reaction cross-sections using Fermi-
sttp (Wood-Saxon) nuclear densities. We follow the same procedures quoted in reference [17] to promote
our study to the more complicated case, nucleus-nucleus interactions. We approximate the Wood-Saxon
density, which election scattering data recommends for heavy-ions, by a finite series of Gaussian functions
Then, we introduce a polynomial approximation to the opacity function. The present results, displayed in
table (1), ate seen to fit experiment more than those of equation (2 4), due to Karol [2]

Furthermore, we calculate the total reaction cross-section for low energy reactions taking the
Coulomb potential into account We apply die Coulomb-modified reaction cross-section formula given in
reference [17] to the two cases of collisions, proton-nucleus and-nucteus-nucleus interactions. The low
energy data are reasonably reproduced by the present results for the systems for p + **Pb and "O + ™*Pb
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